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You have come a long way on The Mayan Path, it is true, but we 
now come to a place where it is time to stop and take stock of our
selves; to make an analysis which will determine whether or not we are 
going in the right direction or whether we may have taken the wrong fork 
in the road so e~here further ack along the pathway, - and perhaps do 
not realize it. 

Or , on the ot er an , perb.e.fs J:.Q1! _ kn 'i'i that z.23:! he-re :'a... "'er
ed, that so et ing is wrong u yo ave no ... been ~o·e ... _ui"'e bring 
about a correction in having taken a wrong ste . You are a bi t con::'useci. 
and do not know just what to do about it. 

I told you at the close of the last series that you could look 
forward to SEVEN WAYS TO SELFHOOD with great anticipation, and because 
I consider it so important in your self-development, such a wonderful 
opportunity to enrich your life and make of it all that you want it to 
be, I have prepared a sheet of questions which I call a 11Questionalysis 11 • 

It is included here with your lesson. I would like for you to fill it 
out immediately, giving me frank answers. We will keep your question
alysis and at the close of this series, we will send you another sheet 
and ask you to fill it out. We will then send you a report on our 
findings. 

We do this in order that we may know how you have progressed 
and improved during this series. We feel that you will have learned 



much and will have over 
your progress . 
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After you have filled in .l.he reports which you will rece.:. e a.l. 
the end of this series, it will be examined and compared with your :; -s · 
q estionalysis, and returned to you. It will be kn rnr: as y ur P~OJ...-:l~S.S 
:CPG._. 
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I f you want to make the most of yourself, both in a human and 
divine sense, make up your mind to study earnestly and prayerfully this 
series. It can do §2 much for you . I cannot stress strongly enough 
the importance of this series, beginning at once and in your future life. 

ow let us get started with the first lesson, which we have 
called 11Get Acquainted 7li h Th self'". I am filled with enthusiasm for 
this sub 'ect, '!Know Thyself' · Personal analysis has been cry life work, 
and - feel so keenl aware of wha its effect upon your life for good 
can be . Be very serious, pleas e, a s you begin this study. 

This firs t lesson of the series, 11Get Acquaint ed With Thyself 11 , 

is a sort of introductory lesson. As the series goes forward, it builds 
and builds until it becomes a veritable STOREHOUSE OF POWER. 



Do you know yourself well? Do you ever stand your self up before ourself 
and carefully consider what you see there? You know a great deal about bow • e 
pe le around you act and speak, for you have observed the~. Do you ever observe 
;; 1.:rsel:', watcning iVhat you do an ho77 yo do it, listening 7i a -o se:;- an 
ton- u sa7 ~t. ~ u a e ane_yzea the c aracters ~c ners p- !t~es ~ tters. 
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that you could ot reveal even if you wished to. 

Who are you? You may answer, 11 1 am John Jones 11 , or 11 I am Mary Smith 11 • 

But that is not really correct. You will only have spoken the name that has been 
given you, but your name is not yourself. You may look in the mirror and say 
that is you, but it isn't . It is just the physical appearance you wear. others 
may think of you as a person w o dresses in a certain way, has so much Ioney and 
property, has such an· sue a rep a ion, or is calleci y s chan· such t it_es; 
· ut one of t ese is really you . _ ey are onl the t' ings pu· _ic op:_io as ap
pended to yo· • 

Disregard all these conceptions entertained either by yourself or others. 
Strip away from your thought of yourself every artificial thing - name, reputa
tion, social position, and all. Forget everything the world has added on, and 
what you have left will be yourself. That is what came into the world, plus 
what you have added of the things selfhood can absorb. That is all that will 
leave this world when you go. The earth-made part will remain here to disinte
grate and gradually be forgotten. 

The real you, the irreducible m1n1mum of selfhood, your true self, that 
about you which God created - that is what we shall be talking about in these 
lessons. That is what we want to cultivate, but before it is cultivated it must 
be recognized and understood . 

Sup~ose that George Washington had never been chosen to lead the Continental 
Army. He would then not have helped frame the Constitution, or have been the 
first President. Perhaps we should not even have heard of him at all. Some lit
tle trick of history could have deflected him from the path of earthly glory he 
trod . Yet he would have been the same person he was. 

On the other hand, suppose that some nameless one had been thrust forward 
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ance and manners. But when his glamorous career was o er, an J...Ce an erty 
had claimed him, and he waited death in an asylum for the insane, was he not the 
same person who had been known as the prize dandy of his day? Selfhood is not 
something put on and off, but something we carry with us through every condition. 
A president is watched, followed, and listened to; and when he later becomes an 
ex-president, few pay any attention to him. Yet, he is one and the same person. 
You see, what ti1e world thinks of as us is not us a ... all. 
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One of people 1 s most widespread failures is not knowing themselves. Some 
who take great pride in the number of people they know still fail to get well 
acquainted with the people who are with them all the time - namely themselves. 

There is an old story about a man who went out to do battle with his 
worst enemy. ~e sal'f the oan co!llng tol'far- hie: l'fec.:ring e. cloak and avLg 
his face concea e.Q y a oask. Y..:.el ing o an i :JpUlse, be xe the =zs~ 
a7ray fro=- t _e stranger 1 s face, and : un- iose_f :. ~"' g in · c b:..s Oil!::. 

countenance . The l'for s ranger 11 is no :lis sed. 3:l..:.s ::.an ha - n t oe
come well enough acquainteci with h~self to kno7r he was his own ene=-. -~ 

he had taken the trouble to make it so, that self he did not knol'f oigh ... 
have been his friend. 

When the 
in the little 
in were asked 
what it was. 
back to him. 

dictaphone was new, a certain merchant bought one and put it 
office of his store. The first six acquaintances who came • 
to speak into the recording tube, not one of them knowing 
Not one of them recognized his own voice when it was played 
That was how well these men knew themselves. 

A certain newspaper editor realized that there is likely a great differ
ence between what one thinks of himself or what his friends think of him and what 
he really is. He published an article telling how he set about determinlng that 
difference in his case. He thought of the extravagant obituaries he was constant
ly printing in his paper about people who had passed on, and wondered what these 
same people would have written about themselves if they had been very careful 
and honest. He decided that it would be good for his soul to try the exercise. 
So he took time off and went to the cemetery to write his own obituary. He was 
surprised to find how little he could say about himself · that he would want to 
see printed. A year later he tried again, and kept it up from year to year, 
managing constantly to improve the story. In this way he got acquainted with 
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Some of them under-rate themselves pitifully , but more of • hem over-re•e t2e~ 
selves extravagantly. The trouble is that we do not very generally subject our
sel ves to t he same standards of 'judgment by which we appraise others. If we woul d 
do so, we woul d probably be less complacent about ·ourselves and more charitable in 
our estimates of others. 

Be a little careful about accepting someone's claims that he can do a cer
tain thing, fill a certain position, or measure up to a certain standard. First 
try to determine how much of his claim · is wishful t inking. 3ut appl the sa:ne 
test to yourseli'. ae yo really 'ustifie · in 7 ur appreis~ : you=se:::..:? .:::.e.ve 
7 :_ okS..: :;-o·.z-se-= 0"7e~ cue=-~- an~ tr~ei t r..ss"7::_;.-- -:o ~::-ess ::-o:= co::c=-·~s~ ::..s 'S'::. 
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nosed philosopher is remenioered aft er all these centuries because e di d a pretty 
good job of this very thing upon himself. One who knows himself for what he is 
is more likely to keep humble and go on trying to improve himself at the points 
where he needs it most. But he will never really know himself until he begins to 
analyze himself as relentlessly as would another person, even his worst enemy. 

It is said that the proper study for mankina is ~~. 
fully added that the best speciflen to s ar• wi•c is th e no 
ourselves . 

WATCH FOii. THE DETOUR 

I ,;gh ' be tr th
neares: at ~~ci -

There is a dangerous detour running off this road and getting off t he 
road and onto ·it would make matters very much worse. It has been hinted at al
ready. Now let us consider it frankly. It is the habit of emphasizing one' s 
self in the wrong way and taking the wrong attitude toward it. We are to know 
ourselves so we can improve them, not so we can pamper them . This is mentioned 
here only as a precaution, for the fact is that people who do not understand 
themselves are just as likely to make this mistake as those who do. The danger 
is getting the idea that one is the only person in the world, or at least the 
.only one worth considering. 

It is sometimes said that the first personal pronoun singular has only 
one letter in it, yet it is the biggest word in the dictionary. That is not 
really true, of course; but there have always been people who acted as though it 
were, and that made it so as far as they were concerned. 

Both the Greek and Latin form of the word we call I is "Ego", the word 
from which comes our word "egotism". An egotist is a person who has exaggerated 
his personal conception of his own importance out of all proportion to the facts. 
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and went about admiring his image in mirrors an o ""'i"a e:- s:l!":'eces, e.::.:. t--..:.;: s::. 
away in his self-adoration. We moderns have coined a less cl assic, bu so~e
what more pointed version of it in a song popular twenty-five years or so ago: 

11I love me. I love me. 
I'm crazy 'bout myself. 
I love me. I love me . 
My picture 1 s on t he shelf. " 

These people who get this ruinously ~ong attitude towar themselves are 
s-i -T-- 7 pers ::s .,..:....o !::a-;re bee ::e s e_a::oreci ~ ar:.c :...r:tereste:i in the::1Bel es tha 

s::.c!: e 
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_;o u- · yo ave read ic · or Hugo 1 s novel, The _Jan Who Laughs 11 • Do 
you remember Gwynplaine, the child who was stolen from a noble family by 
wandering showmen, and whose face was cut into a great, monstrous, automa
tic, joyless grin for exhibition purposes? After years of wandering and 
suffering as a public exhibit he is identified as an English Lord, as such 
entitled to a seat in the upper house of Parliament. The ni ght he t akes 
his seat for the fir st t ime , a wave of merr iment breaks into open laug ter 
as the noblemen see that awful , perpetually grinning _ace. But they r eLaX 
to thoughtful, accused silence when from that hi deous, gr inning no th co::es 
a voice throbbing with heartbreak, saying, 11My l ords , I bring you nei'i's, nei'is 
of the existence of mankind. 11 All these people who have got off the r oa - of 
self-understanding onto the detour of self love need to hear that news, and 
to consider it well. They should not wait for tortured lips to bring it to 
them. 

Thomas Arnold made an unforgettable record as master of the Rugby School. 
He explained the principle of his methods with boys by saying that it was not 
the aim at Rugby to turn out young men merely trained to take firsts in the col
leges to which they would go from there, but to produce "honest, manly-minded 
men, conscious of duty and obligation. 11 

These words mean much more than may appear at first thought. They are 
both words that carry the idea of the relations between two or more human beings. 
Duty implies relationship, for if duty exists it is to other people. The word 
"obligation" implies relationship even more strongly, for obligation means 11to 
be tied to something", and in daily life that something is naturally other peo
ple. Arnold's ideal for his boys would be good for any place or time, for it 
suggests the social viewpoint as an important part of the right kind of indivi
duality. 

The social viewpoint means that one recognizes himself not as a central or 
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THIS IS WHO YOU ARE 

Who are you then? We a sked that at the beginning, but we did not attempt 
to frame the answer. We only made enough of an approach to suggest a hint of 
what it might be like. We still cannot answer it completely, for when we have 
d ne our best, there 7i'ill still be some detail that you alone can fill in. When 
~ u ia7e cio~e ~c.~, the pict·~e 7i'ill be of y ursel: a~ ne, -ike o hers i n gen-

a8-:::: , ser-:-3s 
oU:er p-eo ::.e , an ena _es yo 
attainment. 

- -..: ::e-

o express your impulses an· i deal s in servi ce and 

You are a being who came into t he world with certain quali ties and talents 
planted in your life. These you may or may not have conserved and developed. 
You also came into the world with capacity for certain other qualities, abilities 
and characteristics. These too you may or may not have developed an' a~_li~ied. 
You are a being who has added to or detracted fro_ tb:s self o: yours b; t~e 
kind of influences to which you have exposed i•. The I tha~ ex~s·s e ~is 

moment is what you were plus what you have done w:t i ana: r i•. 

This self t hat i s r eally you is an exampl e of t he most wonderful ~ ing in 
the universe short of the Divine itself. It grows from a littl e spark of a 
wonderful somet hing called lif e. It is conscious. It feels, t hinks , wills, 
chooses , decides, and motivates its part of the work of the world. 

To this essential, fundamental self of yours you, the world, and life, 
have added all kinds of trappings . They are what most peopl e see and think of 
when t hey hear your name . But probably a few, like your family and your closes t 
friends , know you much more deeply and truly than that. They know at least some
thing of your hopes, aspirations, and struggles, perhaps even something of your 
weaknesses and temptations. They come very much nearer to knowing the You than 
others do, but even they do not know it as well as you yourself do. It is YOU 
who know its most inner experiences and its deepest secrets, and who £§ll deal 
with them best. 

This real YOU is powered from the infinite source of life, and is there
fore timeless. The body that houses it grows old, and breaks down, and finally 
makes a little cosmic house-hunting necessary, an inter-world moving day shall we 
say? But to the YOU years mean nothing. A thousand years are as one day and one 
day as a thousand years . If it maintains the proper viewpoint, the YOU never 
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Do not be Sill imitator of others. They have their .QYill lives to live, and 
you have yours. Learn from them if you m, and appreciate them !2& you will; 
but ~ try to be anyone but yourself. Make it the most creditable self you 
£ill!, but let it always be yourself. The best imitation is flimsy and weak . .An 
imitation of the best is of small value, because it is not yours. One does not 
get quality by imitating it but by building it. Probably you can surpass anyone 
you admire if you will keep to your own road and do your best. BUILD YOUR OWN 
?i.J...C:::, F'-"-~ :;-u :':' 71:..U.. :a::; P3::~ T YOU IN ANY FI -p.J.., :nsGKONING. 

=..::.s::s:: :::::;-:::-..:::;;e.:..:::,--,-. :..: :~=oss:.·:::::.e, 2::::: 4 r -'-hese days it is easily 

. -- - := ~~~ ~= ~=~ -~~e 7-~ ~=~ s, ~-: ~s ~ ~ :E~, : r ~~ :s e g oice . 
- ::s::C.s :::::::.::...:..::~ ·::-:..:.:: .:!=~5!' n rr or be discourag-

e:: a-:::·- - :.-. 's- :all, - t r -'- o nake it _ike someone else 1 s or to force 
it into registers to which it is not adapted. If anything about it is not pleas
ing, t hat something can be correct ed. Figure out what it is and what to do about 
it. Especially avoid coarse sounds, monotony, and throatiness. Be careful to 
use your lung s for a bellows and your vocal cords only for the adaptable reeds 
in your one versatile organ pi pe, the larynx. Keep the vocal cords relaxed so 
they can adapt themselves fr eely to make the different tones. It is a tens·on 
of them that makes the flat, throaty sound that is so disagreea· _e. 

A pleasing voice is one of the greatest persona_ assets one can ~ave, · · t 
developing one requires constant watchfulness till the right habits are f r =ea . 
Listen to good voices and try to figure out how their owners manage t en t make 
them sound as they do. When you do the same that will not be an imitation, for 
your voice is your own. It will sound different from theirs, but just as good 
when it is managed as well. Your voice is ~ musical instrument. See to i t that 
it makes music. Do not ruin it with misuse. It will not crack with age if you 
use it rightly _through the years. It is strain that makes voices break. 

Study your face in the mirror. Don 1t take the wrong attitude toward it. 
It is a nice face, made by the master Craftsman who fashioned all faces. If it 
does not look its best, that is because you are not making the best of it. See 
if you are letting it fall into positions that detract from its natural attrac
tiveness, and if you are failing to train it to the ones that bring out its 
best. In other words, see if you are using its powers of expression to its 
full credit. You will find adjustments that are not pleasing and others that 
are. But no frowning face was ever lovely, and no smiling one was ever ugly. 
This is true for age as well as for youth. 

Appraise your posture and your walk. If necessary, work on them till 
they do you credit. Do not drag, slouch, or follow any other uncouth pattern of 
movement. You may or may not be able to be graceful, but you can learn to move 
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tivation is a lii'etime job, and "'ihatever is bull"'" into i t is yoill"s for eter ity . 
But that material has an everyday use, too. Your mental equipment is every day 
as necessary to you as an artisan's tools are to him. What is the use of a nice 
voice and nothing to say with it? Avoid pedantry and don't try to show off 
what you know, but you will find it a wonderful thing when a fact or a thought 
is needed to be able to supply it then and there. Try to be well-informed and 
to understand the meaning of t he facts you acquire . A truth § day keeps medioc
rity away; - boredom too . I f you have a capable and wel l -equipped mind you wil l 
always carry our capacities for pleasure and diversion with you . The writer 
had a friena i'ih i'ie.s ~ n t e hospital sever~ 7teeL:s, but he never had e. ··-~ -
me because ~~s ~d Tas ~e~ e~o· ~~ =~~sted • kee~ t~ e~~e~~e~e~. 
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for out of it are t he issues of life. Any quality t hat does not 
root as deeply as the heart will not stand the storm. No act is 
better than its motive, nor a word better than the purpose that 
called it forth . Nothing else will work out well unless you keep 
your heart life ~' true, and good. 

WATCH for weaknesses in yourself . The st rong point s will take care of 
themselves. When you spot a weakness, do not be dismay ed, or worry , or be di s
couraged. Just start correcting it. STRE-GTH~- your defenses a "'" that point . 
You are not the only person in the world ·who ever had a weakness. ..ost people 
have whole collections of them. Be grateful that you have f ound t his one, ~Dd 
reinforce the guard. You can master the situation if you do not bother and 
waste time deploring it and just begin setting it right. 

Watch your choices and decisions with special care. That is exactly the 
point where most mistakes are made. Life is full of crossroads, side roads, and 
forked roads. To choose the right way is not always easy, but that is where we 
win or lose. One way means to be forever glad and grateful, and the other means 
much sorrowing over what might have been. Everyone makes some mistakes, but 
keep them few. 

Doing these things you will understand yourself better all the time and 
will be better able to make the best of what you are and can be. Know yourself. 

Horace Bushnell spoke so,beautifully and so truthfully about character 
when he said, "There never has been a great and beautiful character which has 
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The well known writer, Swift, expresses the difficulty in learning one's 
characteristics in these few words, 11It is in men as in soils, where sometimes 
there is a ve i n of gold whi ch the owner knows not of . " 

The purpose of this series, THE SEVEN WAYS TO SELFHOOD, is to help you 
find that vein of gold within yourself. It~ be done, and only then does a 
man.or woman begin to live. 

- ----- - -- -

Your next lecture lesson in this series is called PLANT THE QUALITIES YOU WANT 
TO GROW. In it, we will pursue the following subjects: 

The Garden of Life 
Plan Your Crop 

How Do You Go About It? 
What if You Change Your lind? 

Three Questions 


